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Tammy Ho Lai-Ming 
STREET MUSICIANS

You are a street musician. Unlike others, you are good.
I wander on your street, back and forth,
just to listen to you sing, just to get your attention.
Do you sing for me? Are you only good
to my untrained ears?

[Then I see you sing to others.
Your voice sweeter, more playful.
You smile so fucking much.]

Did you know? Dozens of others sing to me non-stop.
I don’t hear their tunes at all.
They might as well have marbles in their mouths,
awfully loose teeth, lips that are stitched together.

[They might as well be fucking faceless;
on nothing their pathetic mouth
ever perches.]
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FIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR BREAKING THE ICE ON A LONDON 
SNOW-BOUND FIRST DATE

i.
Ask
for a large cup of hot mint tea.
When the cup is in your hand, do not drink at once.
Wait till the mist moistens the tip of your nose.
Have a sip.

ii.
Annoy your date by saying things like:
I don’t snow what to do and
I can’t flake it anymore.

iii.
Study the labels on his floor standing wine rack
but do not mention his limited library.
Ask polite questions:
How much did you drink last night?
(That is not polite. Try again.)
Is German wine really very sweet?

iv.
Ask for permission to scratch your name
on the frosted window. If he refuses,
do it anyway. Then,
scratch his.
Be sure to spell it right.

v.
Make snowflakes in bed.
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ALL DECENT CLOCKS

February has come and I dread, a little,
the coming of Spring. There is no snow,
emblem of our first taste of each other
when across London all decent clocks ticked one.
It was not so precise, of course. We have also forgotten
the number of kisses. Who was paying attention
to chronology and mathematics
when we had matching, quickened pulses?
But I shall remember you on the sofa
under a Fight Club poster drawing tens of imperfect circles
with your finger on my knees and thighs
in the gentlest manner. The flat was warm
for you had turned up the heater. That was cunning.
The generosity of temperature made easy undressing.
And for now, we shall have no public images, or stories
outside of your room which overlooks trees and foxes.
Are you content? In exchange for one afternoon with you
I’m willing to wait one month. But please make it soon.
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OBEAH

To make sure my man loves me forever,
I decided to turn him into a zombie.
I told him my plan. I am always honest.

I mixed a special potion in the garden:
bunches of black flowers, sans thorns,
about one inch long;
burnt arms of two mannequins;
a spoonful of forcefully-produced semen.

Do not dismiss this as nonsense.
For a fine twist I added infected cheese
found in a seaside house.
He drank it! Is he now a zombie?


